Using Wild Apricot to Build a Website

About Citizens for Maryland Libraries (CML):
- Founded in 1982
- Consists of interested citizens and non-profit organizations, libraries, trustees, and professionals from throughout the state
- Creates greater public awareness about the services libraries provide

Project Overview:
- New website needed to be developed with more consistent look and updated information

Project Purpose:
- Enhanced experience to users with improved usability

Screen Shots:

Methodology:
- Interviewing the client
- Obtaining user needs analysis report and analyzing requirements
- Designing wireframes
- Developing webpages and hosting on server
- Testing the webpages
- Providing documentation manual for maintenance

Success:
- Improved documentation skills
- Exceptional support from Wild Apricot support team
- Fine exposure to software development lifecycle phases

Learning And Experience:
- New tool Wild Apricot for website design
- Project and Time Management
- Documentation Skills

Final Deliverable:
- A new website developed in Wild Apricot thereby providing a consistent feel to the users
- Resource manual that will enable the CML team to update and easily maintain the website

Special Thanks:
- CML
- Dr. Diane Barlow
- Komal Khattar, Student Project Manager
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